Child Support Services
Goals for 2013-2014

The goals and objectives for the Child Support Program: paternity establishment, percentage of cases under order, collection of current support and collection of child support arrears and Data Reliability.

Paternity:

- If a county’s achievement is 98% or above, the goal is to maintain but none above 100%.
- If a county’s achievement is equal to or between 95% and 97.99%, the goal is a .5% point increase.
- If a county’s achievement is equal to or between 90% and 94.99%, the goal is a 1% point increase.
- If a county’s achievement is less than 90%, the goal is to achieve 90%.

Cases Under Order:

- If a county’s achievement is 88% or above, the goal is to maintain but none above 90%.
- If a county’s achievement is equal to or between 79% and 87.99%, the goal is a .5% point increase.
- If a county’s achievement is equal to or between 70% and 78.99%, the goal is a 1% point increase.
- If a county’s achievement is below 70%, the goal is a 1.5% increase.

Collection Rate:

- If a county’s achievement is 67% or higher, the goal is to maintain but none above 71%.
- If a county’s achievement is equal to or between 60% and 66.99%, the goal is a .5% point increase.
- If a county’s achievement is below 60%, the goal is a 1% point increase.

Payments to Arrears:

- If a county’s achievement is 68% or higher, the goal is to maintain but none above 71%.
- If a county’s achievement is equal to or between 62% and 67.99%, the goal is a .5% point increase.
- If a county’s achievement is below 62%, the goal is a 1% point increase.

Total Collections:

Each county’s total collections goal for SFY 2014 will be what the county collected in SFY 2013. Our goal is to maintain.

Data Reliability Goal

- The efficiency rate for DRA monitoring is 95%.
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